This paper mainly studies the obstacle avoidance and rapid reconstruction of UAV formations. A hybrid trajectory planning algorithm based on potential field fluid dynamic model and bidirectional fast search random tree is proposed to improve the ability of UAV formation to adapt to complex dynamic environment. Firstly, a dynamic system mathematical model based on fluid potential energy field is proposed; and the obstacle potential energy function and potential energy function between the formations modify the disturbance flow field. Secondly, IBi-directional Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (IBi-RRT) algorithm with adaptive step size is scheduled to solve the dispersive and convergent streamlines of disturbed flow field and to plan the trajectory. This method can clarify the flow field streamlines by adaptive step size combined with rolling detection method, which greatly improves the formation's ability to avoid dynamic threats. The experimental results show that the proposed improved fluid potential energy field dynamic system and IBi-RRT hybrid trajectory planning algorithm with adaptive step size can effectively improve the adaptive ability of UAV formation to the dynamic environment, and can plan the ideal trajectory in response to unexpected situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, UAV have been widely used in military and civilian fields to perform tasks such as intelligence, search, surveillance, border patrol, threat reconnaissance and elimination, target tracking, target rescue. While UAV formation can efficiently achieve more complicated and difficult tasks, there are many uncontrollable factors in the complex dynamic environment, such as dynamic obstacles, sudden threat, radar irradiation, tasks changed and so on. These circumstances greatly affect the viability and operational efficiency of UAV formation. Therefore, UAV formation needs to assist, supply each other and separate through obstacle areas, so that UAV formation can adapt to the changes of complex mission environment [1] and complete the reconfiguration of formation in real-time. How to improve the autonomy of UAVs becomes the focus of researchers. Obstacle avoidance and reconfiguration of UAV formation [2] , [3] is an important research The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Emre Koyuncu . content of decision and control of UAVs, and it is also a research hot spot of scholars at domestic and foreign.
In the field of UAV cooperation in the complex environment, Prof. Wang and Dr. Yao, etc. have made milestone research. Both UAVs obstacle avoidance in the static environment [4] and collaborative in the complex dynamic environment [5] , [6] , they have carried out in-depth studies and got great achievement. These studies make us more aware that there are many uncontrollable factors that affect the performance of multi-UAVs and realize the importance of autonomous control of UAVs. Therefore, inspired by the studies of Prof. Wang, etc. , it is necessary to study the sudden threat, maintenance and reconstruction of UAV formation [7] - [9] on the basis of these research so as to improve the adaptability of UAVs to complex dynamic environment.
In [10] , [11] , Prof. Wang proposed an interfered fluid dynamic system (IFDS) and theory of obstacle avoidance by flowing stream, which solves the path planning problem of UAVs in a three-dimensional complex environment. Since then, fluid obstacle avoidance has been known to other researchers. In further research they proposed an interesting hybrid path planning method based on IFDS+IRRT which makes the motion trajectory of the UAV in the threedimensional environment smooth and feasible and this approach is of good performance of space searching and obstacle avoidance in three-dimensional trajectory planning.
The author in [12] designed the state transition rule of UAV, and classic geometric obstacle avoidance strategy is proposed in this paper, which can effectively accomplish formation obstacle avoidance and reconstruction. However, the experimental environment is relatively simple. Moreover, the method is mainly aimed at two-dimensional environment, and the model constraints are limited, which resulting in poor adaptability of the algorithm. [1] proposed a two-stage optimization algorithm, which uses the dubins curve combined with the heading angle to generate obstacle avoidance and reconstruction trajectories. However, this method has a long convergence time, and the computational complexity of the model increases exponentially due to increased environmental complexity. The author in [13] proposes a distributed series feedback control method to achieves the moderation of UAV formation and reconfiguration control by artificial potential field method. But this approach does not analyze and address the local minimum defects of the potential field approach, which results in large errors in the process of formation reconstruction. Reference [14] proposed the schematic diagram method to use the grid map form for track planning, and carried out the plane motion constraint. It is widely used in the robot field but difficult to combine with the UAV motion model. The intelligent bionic algorithm in [15] has excellent results, but often needs to deal with many limited optimal situations. In [16] , this paper proposes consistent optimal control method can satisfy the flight constraints of UAV formation, but the efficiency of iterative solution is often sluggish. Reference [17] proposes an RRT algorithm based on model prediction method, which can achieve realtime obstacle avoidance, but does not consider the internal collision and the final formation configuration problems that may occur during formation reconfiguration. In [18] , Prof. Wang and Dr. Yao propose hybrid approach based on Lyapunov Guidance Vector Filed (LCVF) and Improved Interfered Fluid Dynamical System (IIFDS) to solve the problems of target tracking and dynamic obstacle avoidance, which inspired us a lot.
In order to further improve the performance of dynamic threat avoidance and reconstruction for UAV formation. This paper has conducted the following research.
In this paper, a hybrid trajectory planning algorithm based on the fluid dynamic model with the introduction of potential energy field combined with the improved RRT to realize the autonomous aircraft decision making in the complex dynamic environment. The uncontrollable factors this paper consider mainly include static obstacles, dynamic obstacles, sudden threats, anti-collision in formation and formation reconstruction after threat avoidance. This paper studies the optimal solution method of the obstacle avoidance, reconstruction and sudden response for UAV formation. Firstly, this paper adds the obstacle potential energy field to correct the disturbed flow field of the fluid, which solves the problem that the original flow field has a chaotic transitional flow field due to obstacles. Then the potential energy field between the formation members is proposed in this paper to optimize the dynamic model of the fluid potential energy field, to avoid the situation that the UAVs are scattered during the process of obstacle avoidance and formation reconstruction. For the sudden situation between the flow fields cause the instability of the potential energy field, an IBi-RRT algorithm with adaptive stretching step combined with rolling detection is proposed in this paper to quickly stabilize the sudden threat potential energy field. Finally, the path planning is transformed into the process of dynamically selecting the path nodes, which simplifies the model solution. The hybrid trajectory planning algorithm inherits the flow rate correction method of the classical disturbance fluid dynamic model and the fast solution characteristics of RRT. In this paper, the fluid dynamic model is optimized by increasing the potential energy of the obstacle and the potential energy of the UAV, realizing the obstacle avoidance, formation reconstruction, and sudden threat response for UAV formation. The experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. UAV FORMATION
The motion coordinate reference frame of UAV in threedimensional environment is shown in Fig.1 . The UAV can be regarded as a particle in three-dimensional environment, and XOYZ is the reference coordinate system.
The motion model of UAV [19] in three-dimensional environment is discretized by Euler equation. Set the sampling period, then the motion equation of UAV after discretized can be expressed as
Here, P(x(k), y(k), z(k)) is the position of the UAV at time k. v is the flight speed of the UAV. (u x, u y, u z ) = (ẋ,ẏ,ż) is the velocity vectors of UAV, γ is the pitch angle of UAV, ϕ is the heading angle of UAV, τ is the sampling interval. ω is the heading angular rate. This paper considers the obstacles and potential sudden threats encountered by UAVs during flight, such as mountains, buildings, hidden detection radars, and enemy's reconnaissance UAV. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain formation while avoiding threats and obstacles and reconstruct original formation after threats avoidance [20] , [21] , as shown in Fig.2 .
In order to better describe these obstacles and potential nofly areas, the obstacles and potential threats will be modeled as
In (2), a, b, c are the size parameters of obstacles, and d, e, f are the shape parameters of obstacles, x 0 , y 0 , z 0 is the center of obstacle. (ξ ) = 1, it represents the surface of obstacle; when (ξ ) < 1, it represents the interior of the obstacle. In this paper, a mathematical model based on fluid potential energy field is established by potential energy field function and obstacle constraint function between UAVs. The improved hybrid trajectory planning algorithm IBi-RRT is used for real-time trajectory planning, which can quickly realize obstacle avoiding and formation reconstruction [22] , [23] .
III. FLUID POTENTIAL ENERGY FIELD FUNCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION MODEL
The classical disturbance fluid model (IFDM) [10] is suitable for route planning in static environment. The model calculates the streamline distribution of the disturbed flow field by the disturbance between the flow fields, and selects the optimal discrete point as the waypoint. However, when there are obstacles or sudden threats on the route streamline, the initial flow field will be disturbed and changed to form an unstable transition flow field. At this time, the disturbance flow field needs to be calculated through the correction matrix of the transition flow field, and then plan the dynamics obstacle avoidance routes.
In this paper, the classical disturbance fluid dynamics system is improved, and the potential energy field between the obstacle potential field and the UAVs is introduced to correct the disturbance flow field. The feasible flight path is obtained by modifying the disturbance influence matrix of obstacle and sudden threat to the initial flow field. This method realizes formation obstacle avoidance and reconfiguration by potential repulsion and gravitation between UAVs. The relative safe distance between UAVs can be maintained while UAV formation obstacle avoidance and formation reconstruction, which greatly improves the emergency response and the survivability of formation.
A. INTERFERENCE FLUID DYNAMIC MODEL (IFDM)
When planning trajectories through IFDM, the obstacle model is built by formula (2), (ξ ) = 1 indicates the surface of the obstacle. In this model, separation streamlines can be regarded as obstacle avoidance routes, and convergence streamlines can be regarded as reconstructed routes.
The initial position of UAV in the initial flow field is defined as S(x, y, z), The target point is G(x g , y g , z g ), Then the initial velocity of the initial flow field can be expressed as
Here, 2 represents the distance from the initial point to the next route point G.
Assuming that there are W obstacles in the flight path, the influence of obstacles on the initial flow field can be expressed by the perturbation correction matrix, as shown in
is the perturbation matrix of position point (x, y, z). The perturbation matrix consists of the potential energy of obstacle to UAV. ω w , M w can be written as (5) and formula (6) respectively:
Here, i and k get by the obstacle model, In (6), I is a unit matrix,
∂z ] T is the unit normal vector of the wth obstacle; ρ w is the rejection coefficient of the Wth obstacle. The larger the rejection coefficient, the earlier the flow field begins to avoid the obstacle.
When the initial flow field passes through the obstacle, the transition flow field is corrected by the perturbation correction matrix, which stabilizes the perturbation flow field, and then a series of obstacle avoidance routes are obtained by the equation (7) S next = S + Mu T
Here, T is the sampling interval.
B. POTENTIAL ENERGY FIELD-DISTURBED FLUID DY-NAMIC MODEL (PF-IFDM)
The perturbation matrix is the core of the whole perturbation fluid dynamic model, but the classical perturbation correction matrix does not consider the disturbance effect under the dynamic obstacle. In this paper, the perturbation matrix of flow field is corrected in real-time by potential energy field and obstacle potential energy field between UAVs. formula (11) , designed by Auxiliary parameters a,b,c,h, ensure that the virtual force and potential energy are zero when the distance between UAVs and obstacles is equal to the expected distance. When both virtual force and potential energy are zero, the formation is in the desired position.
1) DEFINITION OF POTENTIAL ENERGY FIELD BETWEEN UAVs
The inter-UAV potential energy field is mainly to maintain the relative safe distance of UAVs in the process of obstacle avoidance, while ensuring that the formation has a certain degree of preservation in the process of scattered obstacle avoidance. d ij is the actual distance between UAVi and UAVj, d e is the desired distance, n ij is the unit vector of UAVi pointing to UAVj, f u ij (d ij ) is the virtual force between UAVs. Then the potential energy function V ij [24] is obtained by
In (8),
In (9), when d ij = d e potential energy function and virtual force are equal to zero, it represents the position of UAV is expecting. Setting threshold θ d , when d e < d ij < θ d , the attraction between objects increases as the distance difference increases; when d ij < d e , the repulsive force between objects increases with the increase of the distance difference. When d ij ≥ θ d , UAVs are no longer in the sensing range of each other, the virtual force is zero and the potential remains unchanged.
Then the sum of virtual force between UAVs as shown in
Here, ω ij is the distance coefficient between UAVs.
2) DEFINITION OF POTENTIAL ENERGY FIELD BETWEEN UAV AND OBSTACLE
The Potential Energy Field between UAV and Obstacle is mainly to ensure that UAVs in formation keep repulsive response when avoiding obstacles and sudden threats, and guide UAVs to keep a safe distance from obstacles.
Definition:
The potential energy of obstacle to UAVi is V o , The repulsive force of obstacle to UAV is f o , n o is the heading unit vector of UAV. The potential energy function can be defined as follows
where d o is the distance of UAV to Obstacles, n o is Unit Vector of Obstacles for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, d e is the expected distance between UAV and obstacle. Then the sum of virtual force of all obstacles can be expressed as
3) POTENTIAL ENERGY FIELD-DISTURBED FLUID DYNAMIC MODEL Definition: the perturbation matrix M correct through the potential energy fields of between UAVs and between UAVs and obstacle; threshold distance between UAVs as θ d . When the actual distance between formation members meet the requirement of d ij < d e < θ d , The potential energy [25] between formations is mainly repulsive, and the perturbation matrix can be launched as
Here, ρ w is the rejection coefficient, σ ij is the gravitational reaction coefficient between UAVs.
When the actual distance between formation members meet the requirement of d e < d ij < θ d , the potential energy between formations is mainly gravity, and the perturbation matrix can be written as
C. UAV FROMATION AND RECONFIGURATION MODEL
The formation avoidance and formation assembly process [26] , [27] of the UAV formation is mapped to the flow field separation and convergence process of the fluid potential energy field system. In this paper, virtual captain model [20] is used to build formation, as shown in Fig.3 . During formation flight, UAVs in formation exchange information in real time. Virtual leader can share position information in advance [28] , so that other members can calculate the position of virtual leader and keep a certain safe distance and angle. The relative displacement equation of UAV satisfies the following formulȧ whereṖ l = [x l , y l , z l ] is the position of virtual captain in formation,Ṗ j = [x j , y j , z j ] is the position of the team members in the formation, Ṗ lj is the relative position relationship between UAVj and virtual captain. Based on the virtual leader model, this paper discusses that UAV formation should have some capabilities when it encounters obstacles in flight: 1) The capability of UAV formation obstacle avoidance and reconfiguration; 2) The response ability of emergency threat. Then the cost function of formation UAV in obstacle avoidance strategy and reconstruction can be described as
In (17), ω lim is the angular rate, U = [u o i , n w ] is the correlation vector between the UAV and the obstacle, v oi is the distance between the UAV and the obstacle, D i is the distance between the center point and boundary of the obstacle, r w is the distance between the center point and boundary of the obstacle, R i is positive definite weighting matrix, ensure that the optimal solution obtained by the minimization operation does not deviate from the real solution.
In order to prevent collision during formation flying and reconfiguration, the safety threshold θ d is set, and the cost function of formation keeping collision avoidance is shown as
Here, P l is the position of virtual leader, P i is the position of UAVi, x i and x j is the desired position of UAVi and UAVj.
To sum up, the total cost function of formation obstacle crossing and fast reconstruction model based on fluid potential energy field system is shown as
IV. FAST SOLUTION BASED ON IMPROVED IBi-RRT ALGORITHM
The potential energy field-disturbing fluid dynamic model can dynamically plan flight routes in different environments under the constraints of potential energy fields. In the case of sudden threats and dynamic obstacles, it is necessary to quickly resolve the flight path. Genetic algorithm (GA) [29] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [30] and ant colony optimization (ACO) [31] are the main methods at present. Inspired by the idea of Yao et al. [11] , this paper proposes an hybrid trajectory planning algorithm based on potential field fluid dynamic model and IBi-RRT algorithm that introduces an adaptive step-size rolling detection method, which can detect the situation of sudden threat and plan an ideal trajectory in complex environment real time for UAV formation.
A. IBi-RRT ALGORITHM
The classic RRT [32] builds a space-filled tree to search for solutions in non-convex and high-dimensional spaces. The algorithm is characterized by the ability to search for feasible spaces quickly and efficiently. However, the traditional RRT algorithm has the following shortcomings: 1) undirected extended search for leaves; 2) iterative mode causes gradient local optimal defects; 3) fixed step size; these shortcomings result in long path planning time and planned path is not globally optimal.
For the defect of the undirected generation node of the RRT algorithm, a directed node is generated within the corner range, as shown in Fig.4 . The extension range consists of the maximum steering angle ϕ and the minimum step size ρ min . The search node is generated from the fan-shaped area with the UAV heading as the center line and the maximum corner as the limit. This method can limit the generation of nodes, and thus expand the search tree toward the optimal method.
In order to improve the local optimum of RRT algorithm, the cost function is used to select the minimum cost node in the extended node field as the parent node [33] . In other words, a set of nodes R near = {r near1 , r near2 , . . . r nearn } are generated in the center of node r new with radius R range circle as shown in Fig. 5 .
Then, according to (20) , the minimum cost node is selected. The cost of the new node not only takes into account the total cost from the initial node to the new node, but also increases the cost from the node to the target or starting point, so that after each iteration the nodes on the existing tree are reconnected, thus ensuring the compu-tational complexity and the progressive global optimal solution. of UAV. In this paper, the disturbance correction matrix of the flow field is optimized through the potential energy fields between inter-UAVs and between UAVs and obstacles, so that the disturbance can be quickly corrected by the improved correction matrix when the initial flow field agitated by obstacles or sudden threats. The perturbation velocity is obtained by the dynamic flow field.
The modified matrix corrects the initial flow velocity as followsū (x, y, z) = M (x, y, z)u(x, y, z)
The next route point is obtained by integral of
A series of feasible trajectory points are obtained by the corrected flow field iteration and the IBi-RRT algorithm. As shown in Fig.6 , Assume that P1 is the feasible point produced by IBi-RRT, and P2 is the discrete point get by potential energy field system model, P3 is the midpoint of P1 and P2.ϕ and γ as the control input of the motion model (1) , which can be written as follows
Here, P 1 (z) is the coordinate of the P 1 point in the Z-axis direction, P 1 (x) is the coordinate of the P 1 point in the X-axis direction, P 2 (z), P(z), P 2 (x), P(x) is similarly defined. Aiming at the sudden threat in the flow field, this paper adapts the adaptive step size [34] and rolling detection method [35] , [35] to change the shortcomings of the fixed step size of RRT algorithm. The search step varies dynamically according to the distance between the node and the threat, as shown in Fig.7 , In the case threats, the adaptive step size can avoid re-selecting the sampling points, which saves the search space. The formula for changing the adaptive step size shown as
In (25) , ρ max is the maximum search step. ρ min is the minimum search step, D is the distance between the node and the threat.
The node paths generated by the fluid potential field system and the improved IRi-RRT algorithm are iterated, and the uniform B-Spline function [36] , [37] is used to optimize the node paths in real time. The function of B-spline curve is shown as C k,n (t) = n i=0 B i,n (t)C i t ∈ [0, 1] (k = 0, 1, . . . , m) (26) VOLUME 8, 2020 In (26), B i,n (t) is P-spline basis function, C i is the control node. B i,n (t) can be define as
Because of the same sampling interval T , the calculation of the basis function is simplified. The optimized flight path is connected by a smooth line of continuously controlled segments. This paper uses the triple B-Spline function to optimize the waypoint path in real-time. When n=3, the basis function of the triple B-Spline curve can be express as
The curve segment of the cubic B-Spline is controlled by 4 spatial points. The spline segment C 0,3 (t) is controlled by [C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ], C 0,3 (t) can be write as follows
In (29)
After getting the optimized spline segment controlled by [C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ] points, the spline curve segment after the subsequent control point optimization is calculated in turn, and finally the trajectory route optimized in real time is obtained.
The hybrid trajectory planning algorithm optimized by the potential energy field between the formation and the potential energy field between the formation and the obstacle can obtain the route condition in real time. This method can quickly correct the disturbance caused by obstacles and iterate out the ideal trajectory. The improved IBi-RRT enables the algorithm to reduce the blindness of spatial search and useless search for useless area, and to increase greedy strategies in Bi-directional extension guidance. The algorithm also uses an adaptive step size method to avoid re-selecting sampling points when encountering obstacles, which improves the search speed. This paper further changes the select way of parent node, and adds the cost function to evaluate the path length, so that the algorithm has the characteristics of progressive optimization path cost.
The improved fluid potential field dynamic system and the IBi-RRT hybrid route planning algorithm with adaptive step size can obtain the ideal state of the flow field condition, and can use the spline interpolation function to optimize the node path in real time. The main algorithm flow as following:
Step 1: Setting the initial parameters of the algorithm includes zero potential energy between the initial formation and the formation-obstacle potential energy, and obstacle response coefficient ρ w of the flow field. σ ij is the gravitational response coefficient between UAVs, the threshold distance θ d ; the maximum number of nodes N, the node generation radius R, the rolling detection radius dR, the initial step L.
Step 2: Construct the environment model according to formula (2) and generate obstacle potential energy constraints and formation potential energy constraints, so as to facilitate the analysis and correction of potential energy field in rolling detection, and to avoid obstacles and potential threats.
Step 3: When the number of iteration nodes is less than Max_numNode, perform the following steps.
Step 4: Generate random nodes in the range of Rrange with the center of the initial and target positions, and record the distance between each random node and the initial node with the array n_dist.
Step 5: Take the minimum distance index node rnearest in step 4 for collision detection analysis. If there is no collision, the new node moves the new position and calculate the path cost (), temporarily assign the minimum cost C_min ().
Step 6: Connect different nodes to rnearest, compare the cost () values of different connections, and then extract the least cost () as the least cost path.
Step 7: Update the location of Rnew node, optimize the node path by B-Spline interpolation, and return to step 3.
Step 8: When the number of iteration nodes is equal to Max_num_Node, return to the optimal planned route in obstacle environment.
The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig.8 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of trajectory planning algorithm based on potential field fluid dynamic model and IBi-RRT with adaptive step size proposed in this paper. Using MATLAB2019 environment, Intel CPU2.8G 16GB memory, simulation verification, to compare with classical RRT * algorithm, IFDS+IRRT, GA, ACO about the obstacle avoidance control of UAV. Then, this paper conducts an obstacle avoidance and reconstruction experiment in a complex dynamic environment for UAV formation. It is assumed that the UAV is equivalent to a mass point in the air, and there is no communication delay between the UAVs in the formation, ignoring the wind speed and other factors that interfere with the speed of the UAV.
Simulation Experiment 1: In order to verify the effectiveness of the potential energy field fluid dynamic model and the IBi-RRT algorithm, the initial parameters of algorithm and obstacles are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . The trajectories comparison is performed by various algorithms such as IFDS+IRRT [30] , RRT * [32] , and IBi-RRT. In Fig.9 , the trajectory based on the IBi-RRT algorithm is smooth and simple, it shows that the method has better robustness; RRT * can achieve obstacle avoidance for UAV, but there are many polylines, which resulting in higher yaw rate. Compared with IFDS+IRRT, this method can also plan a better trajectory in Fig.10 , compared with other methods, the proposed algorithm can iterate out the ideal path faster while satisfying the minimum yaw rate; As shown in Fig.11 , the IBi-RRT algorithm converges faster and the planned path length is shorter, which further illustrates that this is an ideal trajectory.
Simulation Experiment 2: In order to further verify the effectiveness of this method, experiments are carried out in complex dynamic environment through UAV formation. The experimental environment includes moving obstacles and sudden threats. The moving speed of moving obstacles is 3 m/s. When the execution time is set to 220 seconds, sudden threats occur. The initial parameters of algorithm and each UAV are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , and the parameters of obstacles are shown in Table 5 .
The simulation results are shown in Fig.12. Fig.13 (a) -13 (d) is a simulation of the flight path planning process in the case of moving obstacles and sudden threats. In Fig.13 , the UAV formation can re-plan an ideal trajectory real time based on moving obstacles and the location of the sudden threat, and can quickly form the original formation after evading the threat; the distance between the UAVs is shown in Fig.14. The distance between the UAV and the moving obstacles, bursts threat as shown in Fig.15 , the dotted line is the distance between the formation UAV and the moving obstacle, and the solid line is the distance between the UAV and the sudden threat. As can be seen from Fig.14 and Fig.15 , The method proposed in this paper not only can quickly re-plan the ideal trajectory when encountering moving obstacles and sudden threats, but also can maintain a safe distance, which greatly enhances the survivability of the UAV formation. The relative safety distance further validates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the complex dynamic environment, this paper proposes a hybrid trajectory planning algorithm based on potential field fluid dynamic model and improved IBi-RRT with adaptive step size to realize obstacle avoiding and rapid reconstruction of UAV formation. Firstly, the correction matrix of the disturbance flow field is constrained by increasing the potential energy field between the formation and the obstacle potential energy field. Then, by improving the extension of IBi-RRT, the adaptive step size and rolling detection is used to obtain the route condition; Secondly, in the complex environment, the path planning experiment of this algorithm is compared with other intelligent algorithms. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can iterate the shortest and faster path while satisfying the minimum yaw rate. In order to further verify the universality of the proposed method, UAV formation flight experiment in a complex dynamic environment is carried out. The experimental results show that this method enables the UAV formation to quickly adapt to the dynamic environment, and can plan the ideal trajectory in real-time under the condition of moving obstacles and sudden threats. Compared with the previous studies of obstacle avoidance and reconstruction model for UAV formation, this paper fully considers the dynamic variability of the environment and the sudden threat, which greatly enhances the survivability of the UAV formation.
This paper studies formation avoidance and reconstruction in complex dynamic environments. Further research should be based on the non-trajectory moving targets, adding uncertain periodic perturbations to improve the autonomy of UAV formation. In addition, the UAV formation can further increase system feedback [38] , [39] to control the overall gain function of the formation and improve the position accuracy of the UAV. Besides, the adaptive fuzzy control [40] of UAV system should be improved to cope with complex dynamic environments, and further improve the adaptive ability of the UAV.
